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1 IntrodutionThe dotoral thesis presented on May 25th, 2007 (Jarosh, 2007a) is based on the followingpapers, whih are inluded as hapters in the thesis. A summary of the main results of eahpaper is given in subsequent setions.
• Jarosh, A. H.: Ietools: a Full Stokes Finite Element Model for Glaiers, Computers &Geosienes, 2007. (in review) Setion 3.
• Jarosh, A. H., Gudmundsson M. T.: Numerial studies of ie �ow over subglaialgeothermal heat soures at Grímsvötn, Ieland, using Full Stokes equations, Journal ofGeophysial Researh, Earth Surfae, 2007, 112, F02008, doi:10.1029/2006JF000540 Se-tion 4.
• Jarosh, A. H., Gudmundsson, M. T., Högnadóttir, Þ, Axelsson, G.: Progressive ool-ing of the hyalolastite ridge at Gjálp, Ieland, 1996 - 2005, Journal of Volanology andGeothermal Researh, 2007. (submitted) Setion 5.The primary aim of the work presented is to gain deeper understanding of the interation be-tween subglaial heat soures and ie, generally termed volano-ie interation. Common types ofheat soures enountered are subglaial geothermal systems of di�erent sizes as well as volanoesor volani systems buried underneath glaiers or ie sheets. Previously reported sites featuringsubglaial heat soures inlude several ie-�lled alderas around the world (e.g. Clarke et al.,1989; Major and Newhall, 1989) and the large ie aps in Ieland, espeially Vatnajökull andMýrdalsjökull (e.g. Björnsson, 1988; Björnsson and Gudmundsson, 1993; Gudmundsson et al.,1997, 2002a, 2004, 2007; Jarosh and Gudmundsson, 2007). There is also evidene of an ativevolani area underneath the West Antarti Ie Sheet, near the Whitmore mountains (Blanken-ship et al., 1993; Behrendt et al., 1994, 1995). Moreover, volani regions at high and middlelatitude were ie overed during the Pleistoene and earlier glaiations (e.g. Velihko et al., 1997;Hikson, 2000).2 Researh objetivesBy fousing on the e�ets of geothermal heat soures on ie dynamis in temperate glaiers,where ie temperatures are at the pressure melting point, the following researh objetives areinvestigated:(i) Aurate numerial simulation of ie dynamis above subglaial heat soures with a stateof the art ie �ow model.(ii) Development of methods to infer subglaial heat soure parameters by using glaial surfaedata: e.g. ie surfae veloities, surfae mass balane reords and surfae depressionsvolume hanges.(iii) Reonstrution of the heat output reord from the subglaial hyalolastite ridge (edi�e)formed in the 1996 Gjálp eruption, Vatnajökull, Ieland.Earlier work on the interation between subglaial heat soures and ie has not utilized nu-merial ie models to investigate quantitatively the ie dynamis involved. Until now, publishedresearh has used detailed alorimetri work to study heat output from subglaial geothermalareas and volanoes, notably at Grímsvötn and Gjálp (Fig. 1) (Björnsson, 1988; Björnsson and1



Figure 1: Loation map. (a) A detailed map of the Vatnajökull ie ap, the Gjálp volani �ssureand the Grímsvötn volani system. (b) An overview of the volani systems of Ieland.
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Einarsson, 1990; Björnsson and Gudmundsson, 1993; Björnsson et al., 2001). In reent years,onsiderable advanes have been made in ie �ow modeling, both on the sale of ie sheets / ieaps and on a more loal sale like small parts within a glaier. These new insights have made theuse of a modern ie �ow model to study volano-ie interation more feasible. A better under-standing of the proesses involved in suh an interation has a very pratial dimension. As heatis transfered from the subglaial heat soure to the ie, meltwater is reated, whih an ausejökulhlaups and lahars. These generally atastrophi events pose major threats in some volaniregions, inluding Ieland (e.g. Major and Newhall, 1989; Björnsson, 2003; Gudmundsson, 2005).The ie-overed volani regions in Ieland o�er exellent opportunities to study the intera-tion of glaiers with subglaial heat soures at various sales. Subglaial eruptions are more om-mon than elsewhere on Earth (e.g. Larsen, 2002; Gudmundsson, 2005; Thordarson and Larsen,2007) and Ieland has many subglaial geothermal areas of di�erent sizes and intensities (e.g.Björnsson, 1988; Gudmundsson et al., 2007). The western part of Vatnajökull hosts the highlyative Grímsvötn entral volano and the reent eruption site of Gjálp. This area o�ers a uniquevariety of settings ranging from small ie surfae depressions due to minor subglaial geothermalativity to large volani eruptions. Field data from this area olleted over the last 10 years ofintense volani and geothermal ativity forms an important part of this study.3 Ietools: a Full Stokes Finite Element Model for GlaiersDetailed studies of glaier �ow and deformation of ie require high resolution numerial modeling.The model presented in this paper, ietools, solves the Stokes equation inluding all omponentsof the stress tensor, termed full Stokes, with the �nite element method to enable suh detailedstudies (Jarosh, 2007b). Ietools is apable of running in parallel on omputational lustersproviding the omputing power for large sale simulations.Two di�erent numerial tests were performed to demonstrate the apability of the model; (1)a omparison with the analytial solution for gravity driven plane �ow down an inlined plane,and (2) �ow over a Gaussian-shaped bed disturbane in omparison with the analytial transferfuntions for this ase. The seond test involves time evolution of the surfae geometry from aninitially uniformly sloping surfae. A linear rheology medium with a visosity of 8×1013Pa s and anon-linear medium with Glen rheology exponent n = 3 and rate fator of A = 23×10−16s−1kPa−3were studied. Both orrelate well with the analytial solution and reah steady state, de�nedas when the maximum vertial movement drops below 5 × 10−5 times the mean ie thiknessper year. The steady state was reahed after 282 years for the linear ase and 135 years forthe non-linear ase. The results of this omparison saled to the mean ie thikness h = 200 mand for bedrok slope angle of 3◦ are displayed in Fig. 2. The main results of this paper an besummarized in the following onlusions:
• Numerial benhmark tests revealed a maximum error of the model in omparison withthe analytial solution for a gravity driven plane �ow down an inlined plane as low as0.08 % for the smallest investigated grid size of 12.5 m on a squared grid, using the an-alytial solution as in�ow and out�ow boundary onditions. The di�erent error behaviorbetween squared and triangular grid elements was demonstrated as well for this test ase.By investigating the �ow over a single, Gaussian-shaped bed disturbane, it was possi-ble to ahieve orrelation oe�ients of 0.977 for a non-linear medium with n = 3 and0.983 for a linear medium in omparison with the analytial transfer funtions for thisproblem (Gudmundsson, 2003).
• The presented model, ietools, is a useful tool for teahing Full Stokes numerial ie mod-els utilizing its simple-to-understand Matlab r© interfae. It was also suessfully used to3



Figure 2: Comparison of three numerial model results with the analytial transfer funtions fora linear medium (red). The numerial result for a linear medium with a visosity of 8× 1013Pa s(dashed blue),and a non-linear medium with n = 3 and A = 23 × 10−16s−1kPa−3 (green) aredisplayed for the 20h long model domain. The linear medium ase for a 60h long model domain(blue) is also shown. All numerial solutions are plotted after they ful�lled the steady stateriteria (p. text). Main �ow diretion is indiated with the blak arrow. (a) displays a lose-up view of the surfae response to the bed disturbane, whereas (b) inludes the atual beddisturbane and the 20h linear medium ase is not plotted here (Jarosh, 2007b).
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Figure 3: Contour map of the surfae elevation hange in the northeastern part of Grímsvötnbetween 2004 and 1998. Blak lines mark the three pro�les and negative elevation hange isdisplayed in olors. The large uplift on the left re�ets a rise in the level of the subglaialGrímsvötn lake (Jarosh and Gudmundsson, 2007).investigate formation of ie surfae depressions at the subglaial Grímsvötn volano inIeland (Jarosh and Gudmundsson, 2007).4 Numerial studies of ie �ow over subglaial geothermalheat soures at Grímsvötn, Ieland, using Full StokesequationsJarosh and Gudmundsson (2007) studied the evolution of a surfae depression whih formedbetween 1998 and 2004 on the eastern side of Grímsvötn (Figs. 1 and 3). The numerial ie �owmodel Ietools (Jarosh, 2007b) has been used to study ie dynamis above the geothermal heatsoure loated on the aldera rim. Three north-south trending pro�les (Fig. 3) were ombinedto reate a numerial model of the region inluding a 400 m long geothermal heat soure. Theheat �ux at the bedrok-ie interfae was assumed to be distributed with the intensity beingGaussian-shaped over the 400 m long setion.To infer heat �ux values at the bottom of the glaier, the numerial model has been used tosimulate several senarios of glaier surfae evolution above the geothermal heat soure basedon di�erent model parameters. The heat �ux values implemented in the model and the sti�nessof the ie (represented by the rate fator in Glen's �ow law (Glen, 1955; Nye, 1957)) are thekey model parameters to tune the simulated surfae evolution to the measured surfae evolutionbetween 1998 and 2004. The sti�ness parameter for the ie around Grímsvötn has been estimatedby Aðalgeirsdóttir et al. (2000) and is used in this study as the favorable value. As soon as the5



Figure 4: The ratio between the simulated and measured volume hange (rvol) during themodel period from 1998 to 2004 as a funtion of heat �ux (qav) for 3 di�erent rate fators,
A (×10−16s−1kPa−3). The dotted line marks the perfet volume �t, rvol = 1 and the vertialdashed line marks the heat �ux value qstart, estimated by the measured volume hange, inludinga surfae mass balane but ignoring all ie �ux. Dash-dotted lines denote the linear regressionsthrough the orresponding data sets.modeled surfae evolution mathed the measured one, the model reprodues the behavior of thesystem su�iently well and the implemented heat �ux values an be used as an estimate forthe heat �ux values of the real geothermal heat soure. A quality parameter is used to quantifyhow well the model �ts the measured surfae evolution. It is based on the surfae depressionvolumes and has been termed rvol. If rvol = 1 a perfet math is ahieved, values > 1 representoverestimation in volume by the model and values < 1 underestimation respetively.Extensive numerial simulations of the system have revealed a strong dependeny of inferredheat �uxes on the rate fator A in Glen's �ow law. As mentioned above, this rate fator desribesthe sti�ness of the ie. It depends on several physial parameters, e.g. temperature, impuritiesand water ontent. More details about this model parameter an be found in Jarosh andGudmundsson (2007) or Paterson (2001). A sensitivity study for three values of A has beenarried out and the results are displayed in Fig. 4.As an be seen in Fig. 4, the estimation of heat �ux values depends heavily on the ratefator (sti�ness) used. Heat �ux values range from 260 - 390 W m−2 depending on the hosenie sti�ness. This dependeny of the heat �ux results an be explained by the ie dynamisabove the geothermal heat soure. The numerial simulations of the system have revealed theimportane of horizontal ie movement into the surfae depression as the depression is formedover time. Fig. 5b demonstrates the inrease of horizontal ie �ow into the depression over time.Before the depression was formed, horizontal ie veloities have been of the order of 10 m year−1(not shown here) but at the end of the simulation horizontal ie veloities have inreased to ∼70m year−1This sevenfold inrease in ie veloities auses transport of more and more ie into the de-pression over time and the exess of ie mass in�uenes the surfae evolution of the model, whihis the key to estimate heat �ux values. The strong dependeny on the ie sti�ness is due to6



Figure 5: The �nal veloity �ow �eld at the end of the simulation (A = 23 × 10−16s−1kPa−3).(a) the norm of the veloity vetor, (b) the horizontal and () the vertial omponent as olorsin m year−1. The blak bar indiates the extent of the heat soure.
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the fat that the softer the ie is (higher values of A) the more ie mass is transported into thedepression. Sine the sti�ness of the ie is known for the Grímsvötn area, heat �ux values anaurately be obtained with this method and the main �ndings of this work an be summarizedas follows:
• A systemati 15-75 % underestimate of the geothermal �ux an our if in�ow of ie intothe depression is ignored. In this study, the amount by whih the geothermal �ux isunderestimated is shown to be linearly related to the hosen values of the rate fator A inGlen's �ow law. It is found that omission of the heat ontribution used to melt in�owingie would lead to an underestimate of 23 % if A = 23 × 10−16s−1kPa−3 is used.
• The average heat �ux under the depression is estimated as 260-390 W m−2, with 280 Wm−2 orresponding to the favored value of A. These heat �ux values are of the same orderof magnitude as those at other, powerful subglaial geothermal areas in Ieland. The meanheat output of the 2.5-km-long depression over the survey period was 250-300 MW.
• The maximum deformation rate determined by the model is 1 × 10−7s−1, indiating thatGlen's �ow law (and thus the full Stokes approah used here) should be widely appliableto many ases where geothermal areas our beneath ie.5 Progressive ooling of the hyalolastite ridge at Gjálp,Ieland, 1996 - 2005The 1996 Gjálp eruption within Vatnajökull (Fig. 1) played an important role in the proess ofunderstanding subglaial eruptions. It was the �rst signi�ant eruption within a large ie apto be monitored in any detail. A onsiderable amount of new insights on proesses ourring insubglaial eruptions under temperate glaiers, gained from the Gjálp observations, has alreadybeen published ((e.g. Björnsson et al., 2001; Gudmundsson et al., 1997, 2002a,b, 2004)). Thereonstrution of the heat output reord of the Gjálp edi�e between 1996 and 2005 represents amajor step forward towards understanding the formation and preservation of hyalolastite ridgeswithin glaiers.Tuyas (table mountains), hyalolastite ridges and sheets are ommon types of morphologiesformed during subglaial eruptions (e.g. Mathews, 1947; Jones, 1969; Gudmundsson, 2005). Dur-ing the Pleistoene, subglaial volani ativity was a major, land-shaping proess in Ieland,reating hyalolastite ridges and tuyas. Those formations still dominate large parts of the present-day landsape. Subglaial volanism turns out to be a major land forming proess in other partsof the world as well, e.g in western Canada (e.g. Mathews, 1947; Hikson, 2000) or on theAntarti Peninsula, where extensive hyalolastite regions are found (Smellie, 1999).A omparison of the Gjálp edi�e and it's evolution with ridges formed during the Pleistoeneunder an ie sheet gives rise to several important questions. They an be formulated aordingto Gudmundsson et al. (2002a) as: (1) How well an the freshly formed Gjálp ridge, an initiallyunonsolidated pile of volani glass and tephra, withstand erosion from moving ie? (2) Canpalagonitization prevent erosion and what is the rate of alteration for the Gjálp ridge? (3)What role does diversion of ie �ow play in the preservation of the edi�e? (4) Whih generalonlusions about the behavior of subglaial as well as subaqueous eruptions an be made?A pile of initially unonsolidated volani material at the base of a glaier, subjeted to fastie �ow is expeted to su�er heavy erosion. Therefore large parts of a volani edi�e maybe removed over a relatively short period of time. It has been suggested that suh erosionproesses have ourred in West Antartia (Behrendt et al., 1995) and may have happened also8



Figure 6: Evolution of the heat output of the Gjálp edi�e 1996-2006. After June 2001 thepower drops to 0 ± 2 × 108 W. For omparison the results based on ombined InSAR and GPSfrom Gudmundsson et al. (2002b) are marked with blak irles. (II) marks the period from theend of eruption until June 1997, (III) June 1997-June (2001), and (IV) the period sine June2001 (see text).in Ieland (Bourgeois et al., 1998). The Pleistoene ridges and tuyas found in Ieland are madeof pillow lava, breia and hyalolastite, with hyalolastite being the major omponent in someof the ridges (Shopka et al., 2006; Jakobsson, 1979). A ommon feature of these formations isthat the volani glass has altered into palagonite, turning the loose pile of volani glass intoonsolidated rok (Jones, 1969; Jakobsson, 1979). This onsolidation has been a key fator inpreserving the edi�es by making them resistant to glaier erosion. However, the rate at whihthis alteration ours in the subglaial environment is unknown.Another important aspet of studying the heat output reord of the Gjálp edi�e is to assessthe potential for jökulhlaups to our after the eruption. During the monitored period betweenlate 1996 and mid 2005, no signi�ant meltwater aumulation was deteted at the Gjálp eruptionsite beause the meltwater produed drained ontinuously into the Grímsvötn subglaial lake.Large jökulhlaups are highly likely to our during or right after an subglaial eruption. Thelikelihood of ourrene dereases rapidly after an eruption unless an unusual bedrok geometryfavors water aumulation within the glaier.To be able to give answers to the questions stated above, the heat output reord of Gjálpbetween 1996-2005 has been reonstruted using an extensive data set of �eld measurements,e.g. glaier surfae topography maps, ie surfae veloity measurements, and aumulationmeasurements. This data set has already been published (Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir, 2003;Jarosh et al., 2005; Jarosh, 2007a) and has been ombined with a numerial glaier �ow modelof the in�ow area north of Gjálp using the Ietools software (Jarosh, 2007b). The ombineddata an be used to estimate heat output from the Gjálp edi�e over time (details of the methodare given in Jarosh et al. (2007)) and the result is shown in Fig. 6.In the attempt to explain the ooling history of Gjálp, a liquid-phase buoyany-driven heattransport model has been used in ombination with estimated average temperatures within theedi�e (Jarosh et al., 2007). The heat transport model ompares likely permeability values forthe edi�e with the atual heat �ux reord and also inludes a simple, heat ondution based9



Figure 7: Heat �ux estimates based on three di�erent permeability values, estimated temper-ature onditions and assuming liquid phase buoyany driven �ow. The Gjálp heat �ux reordis displayed in red. For omparison, heat �ux values assuming ondution and the same tem-perature onditions are shown in green. A best �t an be obtained using permeability values of1-2×10−12 m2.model for omparison (Fig. 7).Three permeability values were used to estimate possible heat �ux values, two from Surtseyand one from Hawaii. For unaltered hyalolastite in Surtsey k1 = 1.2 × 10−10 m2 was used andfor altered hyalolastite at a depth of 60-100 m b.s.l. k2 = 4.1 × 10−13 m2 (Stefansson et al.,1985). The very old hyalolastite from Hawaii, whih was found at a depth of 2000-3000 m b.s.l.has a permeability of k3 = 1 × 10−15 m2 (Dannowski, 2002). As Fig. 7 learly indiates, likelypermeability values for the Gjálp edi�e are similar to those found in altered hyalolastite atSurtsey. This result in ombination with the other �ndings from this study (Jarosh et al., 2007)lead to the following main onlusions:
• The heat output history of Gjálp an be divided into four episodes: (I) The eruption (13days), (II) end of eruption until June 1997, (III) June 1997 - June (2001), and (IV) theperiod sine June 2001. During episode (I) heat output dropped from initially > 2 × 1012W to 7 × 1010 W and further dereased to 3 × 109 W by the end of episode (II). Anaverage value of 1.2×109 W haraterized episode (III) and no signi�ant heat output wasmeasured in episode (IV).
• The total eruptive energy was 1.50 ± 0.28 × 1018 J, estimated from the volume of eruptedmaterial. A remarkable ∼ 64 % of the total energy was released during the eruption itselfand by June 2005, only some 5 % remained within the edi�e.
• The heat remaining in the edi�e at several points in time has been determined and itsaverage temperature estimated. The temperature dropped from ∼ 240 ◦C at the end of theeruption to ∼ 128 ◦C after three months and ∼ 107 ◦C after nine months. In mid 1999 anaverage temperature of ∼ 58 ◦C is estimated and ∼ 38 ◦ by mid 2001, with little oolingourring sine.
• Using a liquid-phase buoyany-driven onvetion model and the derived edi�e tempera-tures, it is found that the ooling history is onsistent with permeability values of order10



10−12-10−13 m2, similar to that estimated for onsolidated hyalolastite in the island ofSurtsey, but inonsistent with a pile of loose tephra. This may indiate that the edi�eonsolidated to dense hyalolastite in the �rst 1 or 2 years. However, this remains speu-lative.
• No traversing ie �ow over the edi�e was observed in the surfae veloity data reord,indiating that the surfae depression losure still dominates the loal ie �ow �eld.BibliographyAðalgeirsdóttir, G., Gudmundsson, G. H., Björnsson, H., 2000. The response of a glaier to asurfae disturbane: a ase study on Vatnajokull ie ap, Ieland. Annals of Glaiology 31,104�110.Behrendt, J. C., Blankenship, D. D., Damaske, D., Cooper, A. K., 1995. Glaial removal of lateCenozoi subglaially emplaed volani edi�es by the West Antarti ie sheet. Geology 23,1111�1114.Behrendt, J. C., Blankenship, D. D., Finn, C. A., Bell, R. E., Sweeney, R. E., Hodge, S. R.,Brozena, J. M., 1994. Evidene for late Cenozoi �ood basalts(?) in the West Antarti riftsystem revealed by the CASERTZ aeromagneti survey. Geology 22, 527�530.Björnsson, H., 1988. Hydrology of Ie Caps in Volani Regions. Rit XLV. Soietas SientariumIslandia, Reykjavík.Björnsson, H., 2003. Subglaial lakes and jökulhlaups in Ieland. Global and Planetary Change35, 255 � 271.Björnsson, H., Einarsson, P., 1990. Volanoes beneath Vatnajökull, Ieland: evidene from radio-eho sounding, earthquakes and jökulhlaups. Jökull 40, 147�168.Björnsson, H., Gudmundsson, M. T., 1993. Variations in the thermal output of the SubglaialGrímsvötn Caldera, Ieland. Geophysial Researh Letters 20 (19), 2127 � 2130.Björnsson, H., Rott, H., Gudmundsson, S., Fisher, A., Siegel, A., Gudmundsson, M. T., 2001.Glaier-volano interation dedued by SAR interferometry. Journal of Glaiology 47 (156),58 � 70.Blankenship, D. D., Bell, R. E., Hodge, S. M., Brozena, J. M., Behrendt, J. C., Finn, C. A.,1993. Ative volanism beneath the West Antarti ie sheet and impliations for ie-sheetstability. Nature 361, 526 � 529.Bourgeois, O., Dauteuil, O., van Vliet-Lanoë, B., 1998. Pleistoene subglaial volanism inIeland: tetoni impliations. Earth and Planetary Siene Letters 164, 165�178.Clarke, G. K. C., Cross, G. M., Benson, C. S., 1989. Radar Imaging of Glaiovolani Stratig-raphy, Mount Wrangell Caldera, Alaska - Interpretation Model and Results. Journal of Geo-physial Researh - Solid Earth and Planets 94, 7237 � 7249.Dannowski, G., 2002. Untersuhungen des thermo-hydraulishen Feldes und der Wärme�uss-dihte in der Nähe eines aktiven Mantelplumes (Insel Hawaii) mit Hilfe von Bohrlohtemper-aturmessungen. Str02/03, Tehnishe Universität Berlin.11
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